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US Troops in Colombia “Associate with Illegal
Groups”, Killing Farmers, Seek to “Spark a War with
Venezuela”
Since the end of May, 53 military personnel have arrived in the country: five
on May 27 and 48 on Tuesday.
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Colombian senators on Wednesday said that U.S. troops that arrived in the South American
country in early June are allowed to associate with illegal groups and seek an eventual
international confrontation.

The Democratic Congressman Ivan Cepeda revealed that the current manuals of the U.S.
special  forces  (SFAB)  that  arrived in  Colombia  “mention  the  function  of  advising  non-
governmental militias and illegal partners.”

“We can end up like Libya, a destroyed state that has become a field for the
multinational oil companies,” the opposition congressman added.

The arrival  of  U.S.  military  personnel  in  the  country  without  the  consent  of  Congress
demonstrates the responsibility of the government of Ivan Duque in that regard.

Going to take these politic times to inform everyone that the US sent military
troops of SFAB to Colombia today, and they'll start killing farmers, black and
indigenous groups all in the name of "fighting against drugs" and possibly also
spark a war with Venezuela. 2020 everyone.

— WhitePaaws � (@WhitePaaws) June 1, 2020

The presence of foreign troops in Colombia violates the Peace Agreement aplication. It turns
social plan implementation territories into theatres of war.

The Democratic Pole, Congressman Wilson Arias, also valued that, “this is the operations
manual of the US special forces, strengthening paramilitary groups and working with them.

Since the end of May, 53 military personnel have arrived in the country: five on May 27 and
48 on Tuesday.

The military are in obligatory preventive isolation and as soon as they finish the quarantine
they will move to Tumaco (Nariño), Tibú (Norte de Santander), Macarena (Meta) and the rest
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will stay in Bogotá.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Featured image: Members of the US Army’s 82nd Airborne Division and the Colombian National at
Tolemaida Air Base, in Nilo, Colombia, January 25, 2020. | Photo: Twitter/ @chrstphr_woody
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